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Abstract
Introduction. A proper manner of maintaining body balance in handstand requires high levels of motor and coordination
skills and, first and foremost, specialist training. Therefore, this study sought to determine the effects of surface type on body
balance strategies in handstand. Material and Methods. The study included twelve Polish National Team artistic gymnasts
with training experience of 16.5 ± 2.12 years. Pedagogical experiment was used as the research method. Body balance assessment
of gymnasts was carried out using three tests on different types of the surface. In the first test, the study participants performed
handstand on the hard surface. The second one involved executing handstand on canes, whereas the third test consisted in
performing handstand on the soft surface. Results. An increase in ground reaction forces (Fx, Fy) was noted in the handstand
tests performed on canes (SNS) and on the soft surface (SNA). Conclusions. The analysis revealed that the surface type exerts an
influence on the effectiveness of balance control. The findings may constitute the source of knowledge for athletes and coaches
about changing conditions of maintaining a stable position when performing handstand during gymnastic training.
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Introduction
Handstand is one of the basic elements in both men’s and
women’s artistic gymnastics. In its static form, it is the initial
and final position of many movement structures, while in its
dynamic form, it is either the basis of motion or its component
[1]. Handstand is one of the basic static balance positions in
gymnastics. Proper balance is necessary, since it contributes to
the effective performance of motor skills in sport [2]. The level
of difficulty of body balance control in handstand increases with
subsequent training stages [3].
The issue of balance control in an upright stance has been
the subject of numerous investigations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The
studies showed the main postural task is to keep the centre of
mass (COM) above the base of support, which is usually referred
to as quiet standing. However, in non-laboratory settings, quiet
standing is hardly ever maintained [10]. It has been established
that maintaining a stable standing position is determined by
a combination of intrinsic information, COM displacement,
body sway and ground reaction forces. Body balance is also influenced by extrinsic information, i.e. touch, light effects or mechanical disturbance of balance. The subject of balance control
in handstand is still valid. Researchers mainly focus on strategies of maintaining a balanced position when performing handstand on the hard surface [1, 11, 12]. The study of correlations of
body balance in handstand with the level of sports preparation
has shown that the level of this skill (specific to artistic gymnastics) plays a significant role in improving performance both
in young gymnasts with a few years’ experience and in accomplished international-level athletes. Keeping the upright body

position in handstand seems to be similar to the two-legged
upright stance; however, the former skill is extremely difficult
to master. Young gymnasts acquire the ability to freely maintain static body balance in handstand usually after 3-4 years of
sports training [13]. Better mastery of complex gymnastic routines depends on properly selected exercises, similar in structure, which help to develop skills needed for a specific motor
habit [14]. Keeping handstand balance on the unstable surface
requires many years of training as well as performing exercises
that stimulate vestibular and visual systems. The level of sports
mastery differentiates body stability in handstand [15, 16]. Balance control in handstand occurs in a manner similar to upright
stance control, i.e. by swaying COM towards fingers or wrists in
the sagittal plane, or to the left or right in the frontal plane. Balance control in this unnatural position mainly involves increasing ground reaction forces as a result of COM displacement towards fingers or an increase in pressure under the wrists during
COM displacement towards them [17].
Balance control during handstand, which involves movement in the anteroposterior plane, differs from single-leg toe
stance, where the frontal displacement of COM is more important for body stability. Postural control is no longer considered
simply a summation of static reflexes but, rather, a complex skill
based on the interaction of dynamic sensorimotor processes.
During perturbed and unperturbed balance in standing, the
most common control strategy was the ankle strategy, which
was employed for more than 90% of the time in balance. As
for perturbed and unperturbed balance in handstand, the most
prevalent strategy was the wrist strategy, which accounted for
more than 75% of the time in balance [18].
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it seems justifiable to gain knowledge of the effects that surfaces have on balance control strategies in handstand.
Therefore, this study sought to determine the effects of surface type on body balance strategies in handstand in elite gymnasts.
Material and Methods
The study included twelve Polish National Team artistic
gymnasts (training experience 16.5 ± 2.12 years, body height
169.0 ± 2.83 cm, body mass 66.53 ± 1.18 kg, age 23.0 ± 1.4 years,
25 hours of training per week). Pedagogical experiment was
used as the research method. Body balance assessment of gymnasts was carried out using three tests on different types of the
surface:
•
hard surface (SNRR) – the plate of Kistler’s platform,
•
two-piece surface (SNS) – pair parallettes gymnastics calisthenics handstand bar wooden fitness exercise tools training gear push-ups double rod stand,
•
soft surface (SNA) – balance pad airex 50 x 41 x 6cm.
Prior to performing each task, the participants could make
one warm-up attempt. The participants were randomly assigned
to begin test. There was a 2-minute interval between the tests.
The measurements were made using the Kistler force plate
(Type 2812A1-3). Ground reaction forces were collected with
100 Hz and band pass filtered. Data from the force plate were
processed and calculated by BioWare® Software (Kistler). Two
components of ground reaction force (GRF) were included to
the analysis:
•
Fx – peak of horizontal component of GRF in anteroposterior axis,
•
Fy – peak of horizontal component of GRF in mediolateral
axis.
Normality and homogeneity of variances were confirmed
with the Shapiro-Wilk and Levenes tests, respectively. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to assess differences
between the types of the surface. Post-hoc Fisher’s test was employed to analyse significant differences. Cohen’s d effect size
(d) was calculated [22]. An alpha of 0.05 was used to determine
statistical significance. The statistical analysis of the results was
carried out using STATISTICA v. 13 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK,
USA, 2017).
Results
The values of the effects of the surface type on mean values
of GRF Fx component during handstand are shown in Figure 1.
ANOVA revealed that mean values of GRF Fx component
differed significantly F(4,22) = 49.471, p < 0.001 (Tab. 1).
Based on post-hoc test statistically significant differences
(p < 0.001) were noted between mean values of GRF Fx component in tests SNRR-SNS (d = 25.67), SNRR-SNA (d = 4.13),
SNS-SNA (d = 19.89).
The values of GRF Fy component in handstand performed
on different surface types are illustrated in Figure 2.
It was revealed that the differences in mean values of GRF
Fy component were statistically insignificant F(4,22) = 2.7212,
p = 0.05576.
Discussion
Success in gymnastics depends on the athlete’s level of
motor abilities, particularly special power in its three forms,
i.e. explosive, static and dynamic power. Gymnastics requires
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Table 1. Level of significance of differences for Fisher’s test between mean values of GRF Fx component in handstand performed on different types of the surface
SNRR
SNRR
SNS

0.001

SNA

0.001

SNS

SNA

0.001

0.001
0.001

0.001

Figure 1. Mean (±SD) values of GRF Fx component on SNRR,
SNS and SNA surface

Figure 2. Mean (±SD) values of GRF Fy component on SNRR,
SNS and SNA surface
a great diversity of movements such as transitions from dynamic
to static elements and vice versa, frequent changes of the body
position in space, etc. [23]. Successful performance of each element requires accurate muscular activity of specific intensity. Gymnastic elements are classified as combined non-cyclic
movements and as such they develop the ability of movement in
space and body control in the unsupported phase.
Gymnastic training stimulates balance development and
ensures excellent stability even in extreme conditions [24]. It is
necessary to monitor the development of balance in young gymnasts [25]. To achieve top results in artistic gymnastics, one has
to score high in balance beam tests.
A constant increase in the difficulty of routines performed
using gymnastic equipment contributes to an increase in the
importance of handstand execution and stable balance on different types of the surface. Research into postural control and
changes occurring in different settings has been carried out for
a number of years [4, 6, 7, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
Horak and MacPherson [32] noted that the mechanism of
maintaining body balance is unstable and COM displacement
ought to be monitored incessantly. Body balance involves the
coordination of movement strategies to stabilise COM during
both self-initiated and externally triggered disturbances of stability. The specific response strategy selected depends not only
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on the characteristics of the external postural displacement but
also on the individual’s expectations, goals and prior experience.
Horstmann and Dietz [33] found that COM needs to remain
above the support surface in order to prevent falls. It is achieved
through initiating a number of muscular activities which generate torque in those joints which control COM displacement.
Maintaining COM in a steady manner represents the crucial
variable for the stabilisation of posture in an upright stance.
The visual, vestibular and muscle proprioceptive systems have
all been shown to contribute to sway stabilisation. Nevertheless,
earlier work has suggested that an additional receptor system
is needed to signal the position of COM relative to the support
surface, i.e., the feet.
The ease with which people maintain balance in an upright
stance means we take balance and postural stability for granted.
However, it changes when we assume the position of handstand.
Performing handstand seems to be more complicated since it
requires the involvement of four (not three) joints, i.e. wrists,
shoulders, hips and knees [34]. Blenkinsop et al. [19] describe
handstand performance as a single-segment inverted pendulum
control strategy, where the multi-segment system is controlled
by torque in the most inferior joint with compensatory torques
in all superior joints.
The aim of the study was to determine the effects of surface
type on COM displacement during handstand. Research carried
out so far mainly concerned maintaining body balance in handstand on the stable surface and without changing conditions.
The findings revealed that the surface type exerts a significant influence on COM displacement both in the sagittal plane
(Fx) and in the frontal plane (Fy). In her study, Sobera [35]
proved that in handstand after a single-leg take-off, there occurs lateral COM displacement. When performing handstand,
a gymnast tries to maintain body balance mainly in the anteroposterior plane, in accordance with mobility of the majority of
joints. It is easier in the frontal plane, as mobility of body segments is limited. It was established that during handstand on
the hard surface (SNRR), micro-movements in the wrist and elbow joints were noted. In turn, when this skill was performed on
the soft surface (SNA), movements were observed in shoulder
and hip joints. Handstand performance on canes (SNS) resulted in an increase in body sways in the sagittal plane. Moreover,
micro-movements in shoulder joints were registered. Support
area and body position were the determinants of motor test performance quality.
Different gymnastic apparatuses led to specific muscle activation. This activation predominantly depended on hand support conditions, which alternated the primary wrist strategy of
handstand balance control, and, as a consequence, the activation of other muscles that control balance [20].
Taking into account determinants of body balance in handstand, researchers agree that the ability to control this activity in terms of wrist and shoulder joint mobility in the sagittal
plane translates into the speed of COM displacement, i.e. balance control [16, 36]. In a number of trials, wrist torque played
a dominant role in accounting for COM variance. Ostensibly,
superior handstand balances are characterised by important
contributions from wrist and shoulder torques with little influence from hip torques. In contrast, hip torques were found to
be increasingly influential in less successful balances. Because
of different measures and training procedures, it is necessary
to monitor progress. This is especially true for intensive monitoring in the younger categories. Since handstand is a key skill
in artistic gymnastics, we can improve the training safety and
the gymnast’s performance with the help of regular control [37].
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It will reduce the number of errors made in the initial phase
of handstand learning considerably and will allow coaches and
gymnasts to identify and eliminate errors that occur while performing key gymnastic elements.
Therefore, further research is needed to analyse strategies of controlling balance in handstand with the help of micro-movements in the wrist joints and to examine the issue of
muscle activation in respective limbs. Such research will help us
understand the process of motor learning while acquiring the
handstand skill [18].
Conclusions
1.

2.

The surface type exerts an influence on the effectiveness of
balance control in elite gymnasts. In the sagittal plane, greater ground reaction forces were noted in handstand tests
performed on canes (SNS) and on the soft surface (SNA)
compared to the handstand test on the hard surface (SNRR).
Slight body sways both in the sagittal and frontal plane and
on three types of the surface can be explained by the fact
that the study included elite gymnasts who manifested high
levels of stability and balance in handstand.
Practical implications

The findings of the current study contribute to the literature
on balance control strategies in handstand with regard to the
surface type. They provide athletes and coaches with knowledge
about changing strategies of balance control while performing
gymnastic exercises on apparatuses, when the grip, hand position and support surface change.
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